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1. Introduction: The Homecoming and The Final Homecoming
1.1 The Homecoming 2014
On Tuesday 11th November 2014 between 10.30am and 2pm, an event called The
Homecoming took place in Fleetwood involving over 600 local children and young people,
community groups, re-enactment troupes and armed forces representatives.
The project compromised of 4 strands:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Workshops and performances in schools and community settings.
A service at the Marine Hall and assembly of the parade.
A parade from The Esplanade, through the town centre and into Memorial Park.
Lunch, entertainment and re-enactments in Memorial Park.

This is was an arts project that was an immersive experience for the participants and for
audiences within the town centre.
There were community based workshops, the days leading up to the parade to inform of what life
was like during this time, and advice was given about getting ready for the parade, and what is
required and needed. It was a very cold day, but dry for the most part.
There was also a musical residency in the town with recitals from Patricia Hammond and Matt
Redman, at Fleetwood Library and on a vintage Tram. Shakespeare Primary School also hosted a
concert.
2014 marked the start of the centenary of the First World War. Nationally this provided great
opportunities for people to understand and learn about the times 1914-1918, through research, reenactments, visits to museums and archive stores, reading, watching programmes, films and
documentaries.
It is still a time to reflect on what was, celebrate what is, and grow and develop what will be.
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For Fleetwood, the Memorial Park has gone through a glorious restoration, with over 2 million
pounds of Heritage Lottery and Big Lottery Funding. In 2014, this restoration was still ongoing.
This event was part of an activity plan of events and happenings which encourage participation,
volunteering and championing the park in future years.
The Homecoming helped promote the work being achieved in the park at the time, and through its
static sets and stands on the day, will recruit more users, helpers and educators/explainers to
create a vibrant legacy when the restoration is complete.
The Homecoming, a Community Parade was also the end product of a yearlong project in
Fleetwood called Living Names. This is exploring what life was like for soldiers, first aid personnel,
factory workers and many other people, all affected by the First World War in some way.
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1.2 The Final Homecoming 2018
And so now and four years on, the time is right to draw a conclusion to the First World War
Centenary by holding this event once again, but this time, big and bolder. It is also a time to look
forward, with hope, cohesion and peace for the world.
2018’s event will include the same elements as the 2014 project, but will broaden its partnership
value, so that local groups will be encouraged to put on events as leads ups, or deliver a
programme activities particularly around the centenary. The comprehensive programme will be
formatted and promoted through print and social media.
The project will run from September 2018 – December 2018, with intensified events on the days
leading up to the Armstice, and the community parade, The Final Homecoming, taking place on
Monday 12th November.
This project is open to all of Wyre residents, with events and workshops across the borough,
although the parade will be centred in Fleetwood.
Examples only of this may include and this list is not an exhausted list of partners:
Memorial Park Community Garden.
Grow Your Own vegetables project and Recipes of the First World War. (Can be tied in with supporting local
welfare charities.)
Fleetwood Market.
Artist in residence installation of the Home Front.
The First World War Dummy Tank will be insitu.
Fleetwood W.I.
Jamfest. A celebration of jam making. (Can be tied in with supporting local food bank.)
Fleetwood Museum.
Talks and tours around the town. Reminiscence and intergenerational work with schools.
Windmill Players.
Re-enactments around the town.
Fleetwood Folk Club/Poets.
Songs and poems
Fleetwood Civic Society
Memorials and memories.
Schools
Poster designs and poetry making for Hope and Peace in the world. Re-enactment workshops in schools.
Fleetwood Remembrance Sunday Committee.
Concerts, talks and exhibitions at the King’s Own Club.
Healthier Fleetwood
Reminiscence opportunities
Promoting positive mental well-being today.
Fleetwood Library
Hosting performances, creative writing sessions and poetry recitals.
Fleetwood Rotary
A project with Rotary Kids
Fleetwood Town Council
Community engagement projects. Supporting the parade planning and delivery.
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Blackpool and Fylde College Arts Department
A FWW tank.
The Marine Hall
Hosting an exhibition and concerts.
Blackpool Transport
The supply of a vintage Tram like last time.

The North Euston Hotel
Concerts and mask balls
Fleetwood residents, businesses and traders
To decorate and dress as of the time of the Armistice 1918

The programme of activity, will not only generate an awareness of history and sense of time and
place on whatever fronts, but will engage and encourage people to take an active role in the Final
Homecoming Parade. The aim is get at least 1,500 participating in the parade. All ages and
abilities; an inclusive and lasting experience.
The Final Homecoming Project will comprise of 3 strands.
1. A comprehensive programme of community led activities leading to the Final
Homecoming Event. (From September 2018.)
2. A parade from Memorial Park to Marine Gardens
3. Marine Gardens being the focus on a number of events, and a schools’ and community
group Arts and Poetry Exhibition.

The focus will be on the impact and the legacies of the First World War
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2. Partners and Stakeholders.
The key to this being a successful project is valuing this is a cohesive partnership with a shared
rationale to make it work and have an impact on Fleetwood, its residents and businesses.
The partners will all take on the responsibility of making it work, each having a specific role. This
briefing paper will not prescribe who those partners are or even should be.
The stakeholders are a range of people or organisations, from participants to sponsors or funders.
It is important that the partners ensure the stakeholders reap a benefit from the project.
A design shape for planning and delivery maybe seen as follows, but again is not essentially
prescriptive.

Stakeholders
Partnership
Planning
Group
Activity Programme
Deliverers

Stakeholders
Sponsors, funders. Participants

The timetable for establishing the partnership and identifying the stakeholders is as follows.
Pre-Planning
Contingency Plan Overview January 2018
First Media Release
February 2018
Communication and marketing Plan February 2018
Planning
Confirmations and contingencies from March 2018
St
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3. Values, Impact and Benefits
3.1 Values
There are a number of key values attached to this project.
























Intrinsic value –This project reaches out to understand the inheritance the First War
World left on the world, and what affects on us ‘deep down’ do wars have. This
value will be explored through the art and poetry writing, the talks and discussions,
the reminiscences and intergenerational work.



Institutional values – The project explores the rules, the recruitment, the guidance,
the laws, the policies both past and present that govern people during wars, or
indeed help to create and maintain peace. Today as a legacy of these institutional
values, we see iconic monuments of remembrance, lists of the fallen, daily
ceremonies at the Menin Gate. Museums and archives of posters of patriotism and
call up. Homefront directives, new laws at that time such as DORA.(Defence of the
Realm Act.) This will also be raised through talks and tours, workshops and reenactments, research and recitals.



Instrumental values –This project explores the impact the First World War had on
this country, its communities, families, streets, factories, farming and infrastructure.
How it changed the nation completely. The build-up activity will provide an array of
awareness raising, feeding young and not so young minds in preparation for the
community parade experience. Immersing participants with an enriched sense of
what a ‘final homecoming’ might have been like.

3.2 Impact and benefits
A cohesive partnership with dedicated roles and responsibilities.
Shared rationale and robust project idea which will attract funding and sponsorship.
Buy in from the town’s businesses and traders.
Opportunities for ALL Fleetwood Schools
Media interest.
High quality experiential community parade.
A legacy of hope and peace.
A formula for further collaborative projects.
Raised awareness and a wealth knowledge of the First World War and its impact.
Mass participation from local people, instilling a sense of pride, time and place.
Enriched education using immersive and kinetic teaching and field experience.
Increased footfall and boosted visitor economy.
Local products and productions
Access to high quality arts
Encouragement of creativity in the town
Supporting the town’s history and heritage
Opportunities for intergenerational work
Promoting positive mental and physical wellbeing aspects
Wide profile and advertising that will possibly attract local sponsorship
Bringing the town together in reflection and celebration
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4. Documenting and Evaluating the Project
4.1 – How the project will be captured.
The project will use a number of approaches to document it, from the start of the activities, to the
Parade event itself. The exhibition work, will then be shown until the end of December 2018.
Individual and Group photography – unsolicited and appearing throughout social media.
Contracted photography – to act as official image provider
Filming snippets – to document particularly the more discrete events, discussions and workshops.
Contracted Short Films –Capturing public events, from the raw to the refined.
Exhibition work – The Schools and Community Groups poems and posters.
Installations – The tank at Fleetwood Market, the Sitting Room at Fleetwood Market, the Trench
installation on Memorial Park.
Soundbites and Quotes – Oral recordings and tweets from participants in the project.
Media releases and briefs - Cataloguing the media interest.
Productions and Products – Other creative and skills products from local people, groups and
organisations.
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4.2 How the project will be evaluated.
These will feed and complement an ongoing evaluation process.
Evaluation will done both internally and by using and external contractor or surveyor.
Approaches include:







Surveys
Feedback groups
Hot seating and Q and A sessions
Filmed interviews.
Oral feedback
Images and documents

There will also be a comments book on The Final Homecoming Legacy webpage.
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5. Timetable

Month
August 17
September 17
October 17
November 17
November 17
December 17
December 17
January 2018
January 2018
March 2018
April 2018
April 2018
May 2018
June 2018
July 2018
August 2018
September
2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
November
2018
November
2018
November
2018
November
2018
November
2018
December
2018

END

Action
Hold initial briefing meeting
Start to draft a funding brief and identify funders
Establish partnership and Planning Group
Identify deliverers of the community programme
Identify participants
Identify sponsors
Submit grant application 1
Submit Grant application 2
Devise Contingency Plan overview
If unsuccessful in grants – Create contingency Plan
If successful –Programme planning meetings
Devise marketing and media campaign strategy
Work with activity programme delivers
Contract artists, re-enactors, and event staff
Apply for closure, licenses and permits
Site Visit with event team
Activate community programme
Launch Schools and Community Groups Art and Poetry Project
2nd site visit and Draft Event Plan
Recruit volunteer stewards
3rd Site visit and final draft event Plan
Present Event Plan
Activate lead up workshops and residencies
Deliver The Final Homecoming
Activate exhibition
Close exhibition and project
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